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2 Abbreviations 

OUD             Opioid use Disorder 

NSAID         Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug 

PCA             Patient controlled analgesia 

EDA Epidural Anesthesia 

PDA Peridural anesthesia 

SHPB Superior hypogastric plexus block 

SHNB           Superior hypogastric nerve block 

UAE Uterus arterial embolisation 

IVC               Inferior vena cava 

µm Micrometer 

  



 

3 Abstract 

Purpose: 

To assess effectiveness of pain management with superior hypogastric plexus block (SHPB) 

compared to epidural anesthesia (EDA) in women requiring uterine artery embolization 

(UAE). 

Materials and Methods: 

In this retrospective, single-center, non-randomized trial 79 women with symptomatic uterine 

fibroids were scheduled for percutaneous, transcatheter UAE. According to informed patients’ 

decision, women were assigned to two different approaches of pain management including 

either SHPB or EDA. Effectiveness outcome measure was reported using a numeric rating 

scale ranged from 1 to 10. Pain score was assessed at UAE, 2 hours thereafter, and at 

subsequent intervals of 6 hours up to 36 hours after intervention. 

Results: 

Treatment groups did not differ significantly regarding age, pain score for regular menstrual 

cramps, uterine fibroid size, location, and symptoms of uterine fibroids. At UAE and up to 6 

hours thereafter, women who received SHPB experienced stronger pain than those who 

received EDA (mean pain score at UAE: 3.3 vs. 1.5, p < 0.001; at 2 hours: 4.4 vs. 2.8, p = 

0.012; at 6 hours: 4.4 vs. 2.6, p = 0.021). Maximum pain was 5.8 ± 2.9 with SHPB and 4.5 ± 

2.9 with EDA (p = 0.086). Women with a history of severe menorrhagia tended to experience 

worse pain than those without (regression coefficient 2.5 [95% confidence interval -0.3 to 

5.3], p = 0.076).  

Conclusion: 

Among women who underwent UAE, pain management including SHPB resulted in stronger 

pain during and after the procedure than pain treatment including EDA.  

  



 

4 Abstract in German (Zusammenfassung) 

Ziel: 

Bestimmung der Wirksamkeit der Schmerzbehandlung durch Blockade des Plexus 

hypogastricus superior (SHPB) verglichen mit einer Epiduralanästhesie (EDA) bei 

Embolisation der Uterusarterien (UAE).  

Material und Methoden: 

79 Frauen wurden in einer retrospektiven, monozentrischen, nicht randomisierten Studie zur 

Wirksamkeit der Schmerzkontrolle durch SHPB oder EDA für eine perkutane UAE bei 

symptomatischem Uterusmyom befragt Ergebnisparameter zur Wirksamkeit war die 

Schmerzstärke auf einer Skala von 1 bis 10. Abgefragt wurde die Schmerzstärke während 

sowie 2 Stunden nach UAE und jeweils im Abstand von 6 Stunden bis 36 Stunden nach der 

UAE. 

Ergebnisse: 

Die Behandlungsgruppen glichen sich im Hinblick auf Alter, Schmerzstärke bei 

vorangegangenen Menstruationen, Größe und Lage der Myome sowie Symptome. Frauen, bei 

denen ein SHPB vorgenommen wurde, hatten stärkere Schmerzen als diejenigen, die eine 

EDA erhielten (mittlere Schmerzstärke während der UAE: 3,3 vs. 1,5, p < 0,001; nach 2 

Stunden: 4,4 vs. 2,8, p = 0,012; nach 6 Stunden: 4,4 vs. 2,6, p = 0,021). Die maximale 

Schmerzstärke betrug 5,8 ± 2,9 mit SHPB und 4,5 ± 2,9 mit EDA (p = 0,086). Patientinnen, 

mit Menorrhagien in der Vorgeschichte neigten zu stärkeren Schmerzen als andere 

(Regressionskoeffizient 2,5 [95% Konfidenzintervall -0,3 – 5,3], p = 0,076).  

Schlussfolgerung: 

Frauen, bei denen eine Embolisation der Uterusarterien durchgeführt wurde, empfanden 

während und nach dem Eingriff unter einem SHPB stärkere Schmerzen als mit EDA. 

 

  



 

5 Introduction 

5.1 Types of pain Management 

 

Numerous analgesic and systemic Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug (NSAID) therapies 

have been described for the post procedure pain management of UAE. NSAIDs have been 

described in randomized double-blind studies, with oral rofecoxib showing similar analgesic 

and opioid reducing effect to ibuprofen (Hovsepian et al 2006). NSAID impregnated embolic 

beads have been shown to develop favorable concentrations in uterine tissues in animal 

models (Verret et al 2011), (Namur et al 2009) und (Borovac et al 2006). These provided 

superior analgesia compared to placebo beads (containing polyvinyl alcohol) after UAE in 

humans (Pisco et al 2008). Morphine PCA (patient controlled analgesia) has been evaluated in 

a number of randomized double-blind studies. Addition of ketamine to morphine PCA did not 

reduce morphine requirement in one study Jensen LL, (Handberg et al 2008), while 

comparison to remifentanil target controlled infusion showed significant reduction of early 

Pain Intensity (PI) in the remifentanil group. (Lipszyc et al 2011). Morphine PCA has also 

been compared to fentanyl PCA in a nonrandomized study, where it was found to produce 

lower PI scores (Kim et al 2008). Favorable descriptions of epidural analgesia for UAE exist 

only in case series without reference to control groups (Nagao et al 2005) und (Saito et al 

2004), while intra-arterial lidocaine injection was associated with significantly lower pain 

scores but no reduction in morphine PCA requirements in a randomized double-blind setting 

(Keyoung et al 2001). Sustained-release oral oxycodone is a strong analgesic that is simple 

and cheap to administer and that shows potential for treating pain in experimental human 

visceral pain models (Staahl et al 2006). Early absorption of an oral dose of 20 mg of 

sustained-release oxycodone is rapid, with significant increases in blood concentration seen 

by 40 min, building to peak blood levels by 3.2 h Bleinheim Pharmacal Inc (2010), closely 

matching the profile of PI with UAE (Worthington-Kirsch 2002).  

Severe visceral pain from myometrial ischemia is a major concern in uterine artery 

embolization (UAE) for the treatment of symptomatic fibroids. UAE represents a viable 

alternative to surgical myomectomy or hysterectomy due to reduced risk of bleeding 

complications and facilitates an early recovery of patients.  

Embolic agents injected into the uterine arteries cut off blood flow to cause infarction, but 

inflammation and pain can occur as side-effect. Pain can increase immediately after UAE and 

is associated with percentage and volume of the ischemic myometrium and volume of the 

applied embolic agent. Epidural anesthesia (EDA) supplemented by opioids provides effective 



 

pain management. It allows for less opioid consumption and a reduction of related side effects 

such as nausea, vomiting, and constipation. However, the epidural catheter has to remain for 

48 hours and therefore delays discharge. By contrast, superior hypogastric plexus block 

(SHPB) by means of retroperitoneal injection of local anesthetic is applied simultaneous to 

UAE. SHPB prevents transmission of pelvic pain signals to the central nervous system. 

Previous studies showed reduced pain and morphine consumption with SHPB compared to 

placebo or sham treatment in women with gynecologic cancer [4] and in those who underwent 

hysterectomy [5] or UAE [6]. Furthermore, a single-center, retrospective evaluation of UAE 

patients revealed lower peroral morphine-equivalent consumption with SHPB compared to 

EDA [7]. 

This study evaluates retrospectively the effectiveness of SHPB compared to EDA for pain 

control in women who underwent UAE with special emphasis on onset, strength, and duration 

of pain relief. 

5.2 Superior hypogastric Plexus 

 

The Superior hypogastric plexus (SHP) is the part of the abdominopelvic sympathetic nervous 

system that allows a targeted intervention to sympathetic-mediated pain pathways of pelvic 

organs. SHP is a bilateral continuation of the paravertebral sympathetic chain and aortic 

plexus nerve fibers, forming a complex network of fibers surrounding the anterior and lateral 

aspects of the lower abdominal aorta. The superior hypogastric nerve plexus mainly contains 

sympathetic efferents and visceral sensory afferents. Its fibers transmit the majority of visceral 

pelvic pain signals to the spinal cord [8, 9]. The plexus is situated retroperitoneally in front of 

the spine, at the level between the distal third of the fifth vertebra (L5) and the sacral 

promontory (S1) with a slight shift to the left. SHPB was conducted by experienced 

interventional radiologists following previous descriptions [10, 11]. Patients were placed 

supine on the sliding table of the angiography unit. Prior to UAE but after catheterization of 

the left iliac artery with a guiding catheter in a crossover maneuver from the right groin, a 15 

cm, 22G-Chiba needle was inserted percutaneously midline through the abdominal wall just 

below the umbilicus, targeting the lower third of the fifth lumbar vertebra (L5). Under 

fluoroscopic guidance, the needle was advanced to the spinal column distally to the aortic 

bifurcation until bone contact was established. The guiding catheter serves as a position 

marker of the aortic bifurcation under fluoroscopy. Aspiration and a symmetric spread of 1–

2ml injected contrast medium had to confirm the extravascular and midline position of the 

needle tip. In the case of a suboptimal position, fluoroscopy-guided readjustment was 



 

necessary. Subsequently, 20 ml of the local anesthetic drug ropivacaine 0.5 % was injected 

with intermittent aspiration (▶ Fig. 1a–c). Ropivacaine is a longacting sodium-channel blocker 

that slows the propagation of nerve impulses. Its efficacy depends on diameter and 

myelination and thus has selective action on small, less myelinated pain-transmitting nerves 

[12]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Anatomic representation of the 

target region for superior hypogastric 

plexus block A, anterior-posterior 

fluoroscopy view that shows even 

distribution of contrast medium that 

confirms retroperitoneal, extravascular, 

and extra-intestine location of the needle 

tip B, and needle placement central at the 

level from the lower third of the fifth 

lumbar vertebra (L5) to the proximal 

sacrum (S1), distal to the aortic bifurcation 

and close to the anterior aspect of the 

spinal column C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Vascular structures in close relation to the intended site of target of the SHP at the L5 

vertebral body include aortic bifurcation and Inferior Vena Cava (IVC) confluence. Vascular 

anatomy can be evaluated on magnetic resonance images, if available. When performing UFE 

using a femoral approach it is easy to outline the aortic bifurcation after fluoroscopic 

evaluation of the catheter as it crosses over the aortic bifurcation. Radial artery access 

provides a unique challenge, which warrants the need for an aortogram to identify the aortic 

bifurcation. Several studies have shown that the aortic bifurcation lies between L3 and L5 

vertebral levels (Fig. 2 B,C,D), the majority being at the level of L4 vertebra or L4–5 disc 

(63–80%) 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Demonstration of the SHP and the relevant radiographic and vascular anatomy as a 

guide to appropriate needle positioning and nerve blockade targeting during a SHPB. a The 

SHP (darker shade oval) targeted during the SHPB mainly lies at the L5 vertebra. b, c, d 

Aortic bifurcation and relevant radiographic anatomy. In majority of cases (63–80%) the 

bifurcation is at the level of L4 vertebra or L4–5 disc (c). B and D represent the less 

commonly seen high and low bifurcations. e, f Demonstration of iliocaval confluence and 

relevant radiographic anatomy. In 60–70% cases the iliocaval junction is seen between L4 and 

L5-S1 disc (E), specifically at the upper third and at right lateral third of the L5 vertebral body 

(F). 

 



 

6 Goals and aims 

The primary goal was to show the effectiveness of superior hypogastric plexus block (SHPB) 

to epidural anesthesia (EDA). Pain control assessed by pain perception during and after 

uterine artery embolization was the secondary goal. 

 

The effectiveness outcome was patient-reported pain by using a numeric rating scale ranged 

from 1 (no pain) to 10 (worst imaginable pain). Pain assessment was conducted immediately 

after the intervention (pain during UAE), and at 2, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, and 36 hours after UAE. 

Response to pain management was defined as pain score < 4 out of 10. Total uterine volume 

was measured by magnetic resonance tomography and total fibroid volume was visually 

estimated as percentage of the uterine volume (four categories: 0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, 75-

100%). Maximum uterine fibroid size was then calculated from the upper limit of the 

estimated percentage of the total fibroid volume. 

 

6.1 Study population and treatment 

 

From March 2012 to April 2017, 79 women who underwent UAE and pain control with 

SHPB (41 patients, 51.9 %) or EDA (38 patients, 48.1 %) were enrolled at a single German 

center. Women in the SHPB and EDA groups were 46.5 ± 4.7 and 44.8 ± 8.5 years old, 

respectively (p = 0.497). The pain score for regular menstrual cramps was 4.1 ± 2.8 in the 

SHPB group and 3.8 ± 2.7 in the EDA group (p = 0.700). The maximum uterine fibroid size, 

fibroid location, and uterine fibroid symptoms including menorrhagia, feeling of abdominal 

tension or pressure, and pollakiuria were well balanced across groups (▶ Fig. 2a–c).  

 

6.2  Effectiveness outcome 

 

Women who underwent SHPB reported significantly greater pain intensity during UAE than 

those who received EDA (mean pain score of 3.3 vs. 1.5, p < 0.001). Even at 2 and 6 hours, 

the pain was worse with SHPB compared to EDA (mean pain score of 4.4 vs. 2.8, p = 0.012 

and 4.2 vs. 2.6, p = 0.021, respectively). In both treatment groups, the pain peaked 12 hours 

after UAE and decreased from the 18th hour onwards. The difference between groups 

decreased with pain relief and disappeared successively (▶ Fig. 3). Patient-reported maximum 

pain within 36 hours was 5.8 ± 2.9 and 4.5 ± 2.9 in the SHPB group and the EDA group, 



 

respectively (p = 0.086) (▶ Fig. 4). SHPB increased the maximum pain level by 1.3 (95 % CI: 

–0.2 to 2.8) on average. There was no evidence of association between maximum pain and 

uterine fibroid size or location. Women with a history of severe menorrhagia tended to 

experience a higher maximum pain level (regression coefficient 2.5 [95 % confidence interval 

–0.3 to 5.3], p = 0.076) (▶ Fig. 5). During UAE and 2 hours thereafter, significantly more 

women responded to EDA than to SHPB (pain score < 4). At 12 hours, in both groups the 

lowest percentage of patients responded to pain control (SHPB 41.9 %, EDA 62.5 %, p = 

0.176). With EDA, the incidence of response remains largely stable within the following 12 

hours before increasing slightly from 30 hours after UAE, while with SHPB the response to 

pain control increases considerably already from 18 hours after UAE (▶ Fig. 6a). During the 

procedure, freedom from pain was significantly more frequently achieved with EDA (24 of 30 

patients, 80.0 %) than with SHPB (13 of 37 patients, 35.1 %), p < 0.001. After 2 hours from 

UAE, the difference decreased considerably (EDA 39.3 % versus SHPB 17.1 %; p = 0.085). 

Thereafter, in both groups, the proportions of patients without pain remained largely stable 

over the following 12 hours. Between 24 and 30 hours after UAE, there was a slight decline in 

freedom from pain with EDA, whereas with SHPB, freedom from pain steadily increased up 

to 36 hours (▶ Fig. 6b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Maximum size of uterine fibroid 

a, uterine fibroid location b, and 

medical history of uterine fibroid 

symptoms c. EDA = epidural 

anesthesia; SHPB = superior 

hypogastric plexus block. *Maximum 

size of uterine fibroid was determined 

from total uterine volume and the upper 

limit of the proportional part of the 

fibroid out of the four categories 0–25 

%, 25–50 %, 50–75 %, and 75–100 %. 

Box plots indicate median and 

interquartile range. Whiskers end with 

the lowest and highest data point within 

1.5 × interquartile range. Dots represent 

means with their corresponding 95 % 

confidence interval. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Patient reported pain on a graded 

scale from 1 (no pain) to10 (worst pain 

imaginable) during uterine arterial 

embolization (UAE) and 36 hours 

following UAE. EDA= epidural 

anesthesia; SHPB = superior hypogastric 

plexus block. Box plots indicate median 

and interquartile range. Whiskers end with 

the lowest and highest data point within 

1.5 × interquartile range. Dots and circles 

represent means with their corresponding 

95 % confidence interval. 
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8 Discussion 

UAE is associated with significant postprocedural pain resulting from ischemia. EDA is 

known to effectively control pain, however, is associated with delayed discharge. Therefore, 

the effectiveness of SHPB in comparison to EDA was evaluated retrospectively. The patients 

complained of significant stronger pain with SHPB compared to EDA during UAE and up to 

6 hours thereafter. Maximum pain within 36 hours from UAE tended to be worse with SHPB. 

In both groups, pain peaked at 12 hours, which argues against early discharge. Thereafter, 

pain intensity decreased slightly faster after SHPB than after EDA.  

8.1 Methods  

Patients were placed supine on the sliding table of the angiography unit. Prior to UAE but 

after catheterization of the left iliac artery with a guiding catheter in a crossover maneuver 

from the right groin, a 15 cm, 22G-Chiba needle was inserted percutaneously midline through 

the abdominal wall just below the umbilicus, targeting the lower third of the fifth lumbar 

vertebra (L5). Under fluoroscopic guidance, the needle was advanced to the spinal column 

distally to the aortic bifurcation until bone contact was established. The guiding catheter 

serves as a position marker of the aortic bifurcation under fluoroscopy. Aspiration and a 

symmetric spread of 1–2ml injected contrast medium had to confirm the extravascular and 

midline position of the needle tip. 20 ml of the local anesthetic drug ropivacaine 0.5 % was 

injected with intermittent aspiration.  For epidural anesthesia conducted by experienced 

anesthesiologists, a needle was inserted between the eleventh and twelfth thoracic vertebra to 

place a catheter into the epidural space at least 30 minutes before UAE. After ensuring 

epidural position of the catheter, local anesthetic (ropivacaine) and opioid (sufentanil) were 

slowly injected to achieve analgesia in the area between the tenth thoracic and the second 

lumbar vertebra. Subsequently, after 20 minutes of off-time, medication was continuously 

infused at a rate of 4ml/h. 

8.2 Pain relief 

Taking into account the 10-point pain rating scale used in this study and the 11-point rating 

scale of previous SHPB studies, mean pain scores with SHPB were comparable to results 

described before [10,13]. In addition, this study revealed significantly worse pain with SHPB 

compared to EDA, even with intensive concomitant pain medication. However, concomitant 

pain management might be rated in a different way. Konstantatos et al. did not prescribe pre-

procedure oxycodone to reduce pain within 6 hours after UAE compared to morphine PCA 



 

alone,[14] whereas Freire et al. reported on improved analgesia with pre- and post-procedure 

oxycodone compared to standard anesthetic alone [15].  

A previous retrospective study reported on less nausea after SHPB compared to EDA due to 

reduced consumption of per oral opiates. However, the study lacks information on the 

technique of EDA, conducted in the control and does not provide results on actual pain relief 

[7]. The small-scale, randomized trial on UAE reported a significantly reduced morphine-

equivalent dose needed with SHPB compared to sham treatment. However, only immediately 

after UAE, SHBP patients experienced less pain than sham patients. There was no difference 

in pain severity at arrival to the post-anesthesia care unit. Uneven spread of contrast medium 

was associated with lower efficacy. From this, authors argued that a lack of response to SHPB 

in some patients might have been due to limited operator experience [6]. 

8.3 Blinded application 

Kaufman et al. compared 24-hour pain control with intraperitoneal nebulization of 100 mg 

ropivacaine versus placebo in women, who underwent gynecologic surgery. They found no 

improvement in pain scores or morphine consumption [16]. Another study that investigated 

pain management after hysterectomy found reduced post-surgery pain and morphine-

equivalent consumption after SHPB applied through the open abdomen. At 2 hours after 

intervention proportion of women with pain score < 4 was significantly larger in SHPB, than 

after placebo [5]. It might be inferred that accuracy of anesthetic application only supported 

by fluoroscopy may not be assured with sufficient reliability. In addition, unintended 

distribution of injectate cannot be ruled out even in the retroperitoneal space. Impaired 

strength and duration of the treatment effect may result. Binkert et al. reported on a single 

case of unintentional anesthesia of the lumbal nerve [7]. Even with great experience of 

surgeons the non-image-guided application of the anesthetic may not take adequately account 

of the fact of variance in anatomical conditions between individuals, particularly in the 

presence of uterine fibroids. Moreover, the relative position of aortic bifurcation to the lumbar 

vertebral spine is known to be variable resulting in a cephalad or unilateral spread of the 

injectate [17,18].  

8.4 Time course of pain 

Progress of pain in this study corresponded to previous findings on post-procedure pain after 

UAE with patient-controlled analgesia. Our patients reported on an increase of pain within the 

first 2 hours and a plateau for several hours followed by a rapid decrease of pain. They 

observed a parallel course of the myometrial tissue pH-drop from ischemia –[19]. Supporting 



 

results of this study, women who underwent UAE and received SHPB reported on the most 

severe pain in the first night after the procedure. In this study, pain relief with SHPB was 

considerably worse Compared to EDA. The lower slope immediately after intervention and 

the more rapid decline of pain were due to the higher pain level with SHPB during the 

procedure and the following 18 hours. Increased consumption of concomitant analgetics in the 

SHPB group might have contributed to the comparatively fast pain relief.  

8.5 Risk factors 

An earlier study evaluated predictive factors for severity of post-procedure pain. In 

accordance with our study and Ruuskanen et al. [3] neither fibroid nor uterus size were 

associated with pain intensity [20]. Although Ruuskanen et al. found severity of myometrial 

ischemia and volume of embolic agent to be predictive for severe pain. This study showed a 

tendency to increased pain in women with a history of severe menorrhagia. Therefore, this 

issue should be followed up in future research to improve patient selection. Furthermore, 

genetic variation of morphine receptors might have contributed to variance in response to 

treatment [21]. However, patients reporting pain of regular menstrual cramps suggests similar 

subjective pain sensitivity across groups in our study. Finally, pain is a subjective experience, 

and thus, pain intensity also depends on individual patient’s perception. 

8.6 Limitations 

This study was not randomized. Thus, different baseline characteristics may have influenced 

outcomes. The lack of blinding might have affected the subjective outcome of pain. 

Furthermore, the exact use and dosage of concomitant pain medication and attendant 

symptoms including nausea and vomiting were not recorded. Medication was supposed to 

enhance pain relief from SHPB and EDA, and thus, most definitely affected pain intensity 

[10]. A relatively late removal of the epidural catheter after 48 hours may have resulted in 

prolonged discomfort, delayed discharge, and increased costs. Morphine-equivalent 

consumption could have been an additional surrogate parameter of pain intensity and 

duration. However, prescribed pain management in both groups was precisely defined, 

according to hospitals standard of care. Finally, no information was available on 

complications and hospital stay. 

  



 

9 Conclusion 

Women who underwent UAE and received pain management including SHPB experienced 

stronger pain during and after the procedure than those who received EDA. Therefore, this 

study does not support favoring SHPB over EDA for pain control in women who require 

UAE. Severe pain particularly during the first night after the procedure does not permit early 

discharge. 
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